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Introduction to temporal logic (1/3)Introduction to temporal logic (1/3)

Temporal logic is to reason about Temporal logic is to reason about timetime
Temporal logic is applicable in many engineering fields Temporal logic is applicable in many engineering fields 

since the since the behaviorbehavior of a target system can be described as a of a target system can be described as a function of timefunction of time
unlike mathematical expressions such as 1+1 = 2 whose behavior iunlike mathematical expressions such as 1+1 = 2 whose behavior is s staticstatic

Consider the statement: "I am hungry."  Consider the statement: "I am hungry."  
Though its meaning is constant in time, the truth value of the sThough its meaning is constant in time, the truth value of the statement tatement 
can can vary in timevary in time. . 
SometimesSometimes the statement is the statement is truetrue, and , and sometimessometimes the statement is the statement is falsefalse, , 
but the statement is never true and false but the statement is never true and false simultaneouslysimultaneously..

In a temporal logic, statements can have a truth value which canIn a temporal logic, statements can have a truth value which can
vary in timevary in time. . 

Contrast this with an a predicate logic, which can only handle Contrast this with an a predicate logic, which can only handle 
statements whose truth value is statements whose truth value is constant in timeconstant in time..
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Introduction to temporal logic (2/3)Introduction to temporal logic (2/3)

Temporal logicTemporal logic refers refers modalmodal--logiclogic type of approach introduced around type of approach introduced around 
1960 by Arthur Prior under the name of 1960 by Arthur Prior under the name of Tense LogicTense Logic

subsequently developed further by logicians and computer scientisubsequently developed further by logicians and computer scientists such as sts such as 
AmirAmir PnueliPnueli
Received great attention for its application on Received great attention for its application on formal verificationformal verification

Example 11.1:Example 11.1:
File server: If a request is made to print a file, File server: If a request is made to print a file, eventuallyeventually the file will be printedthe file will be printed
Operating system:  The system will Operating system:  The system will alwaysalways run.  The system will run.  The system will nevernever crashcrash

Timing properties can be expressed in predicate logicTiming properties can be expressed in predicate logic
ex. the file server property: ex. the file server property: 

∀∀f f ∀∀tt1 1 (RequestPrint(f,t(RequestPrint(f,t11) ) →∃→∃tt22 (( t(( t22 ≥≥ tt11) ) ÆÆ PrintedAt(f,tPrintedAt(f,t22))))))
In temporal logic, In temporal logic, new operatorsnew operators (( , , ♦♦, U, etc) are introduced that enable the , U, etc) are introduced that enable the 
time variables and their relationships (e.g. ttime variables and their relationships (e.g. t22 ≥≥ tt11) to be implicitly indicated) to be implicitly indicated
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Introduction to temporal logic (3/3)Introduction to temporal logic (3/3)

Temporal logic has received great attention for its application Temporal logic has received great attention for its application in in 
verification field since 1980verification field since 1980
Informal descriptionInformal description

is the universal operator is the universal operator ‘‘for for anyany time t in the futuretime t in the future’’ ((alwaysalways))
♦♦ is the existential operator is the existential operator ‘‘for for somesome time t in the futuretime t in the future’’ ((eventuallyeventually))

The operators The operators composecompose in the sense that in the sense that ♦♦ p means  not just p means  not just 
∀∀tt11∃∃tt22 p, but p, but ∀∀tt11∃∃tt22 (( t(( t22 ≥≥ tt11) ) ÆÆ p) and p) and 
The file server property:The file server property:

∀∀f f ((RequestPrint(fRequestPrint(f) ) →→ ♦♦PrintedAt(fPrintedAt(f))))
Reasoning with a temporal formula is Reasoning with a temporal formula is much easiermuch easier than with its than with its 
translation into the predicate calculus, because the relationshitranslation into the predicate calculus, because the relationships ps 
among the times are among the times are implicitimplicit

lowlow--level details about dealing with time variables are hiddenlevel details about dealing with time variables are hidden
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Motivation for verificationMotivation for verification

There is a great advantage in being able to verify the correctneThere is a great advantage in being able to verify the correctness of ss of 
computer systemscomputer systems

This is most obvious in the case of This is most obvious in the case of safetysafety--critical systemscritical systems
ex. Cars, avionics, medical devicesex. Cars, avionics, medical devices

Also applies to Also applies to massmass--produced embedded devicesproduced embedded devices
ex. ex. handphonehandphone, USB memory, MP3 players, etc, USB memory, MP3 players, etc

Formal verification can be thought of as comprising three partsFormal verification can be thought of as comprising three parts
1.1. a system description languagea system description language
2.2. a requirement specification language  a requirement specification language  
3.3. a verification method to establish whether the description of a a verification method to establish whether the description of a system system 

satisfies the requirement specification.satisfies the requirement specification.
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Model checkingModel checking
ProofProof--based vs. modelbased vs. model--based (model checking)based (model checking)

In a proofIn a proof--based approach, the system description is a set of formulas based approach, the system description is a set of formulas 
ΓΓ and the specification is another formula and the specification is another formula φφ..

The verification consists of trying to find The verification consists of trying to find a proof that a proof that ΓΓ `̀ φφ

Requires guidance and expertise from the userRequires guidance and expertise from the user
In a modelIn a model--based approach, the system is represented by based approach, the system is represented by aa model model MM .  .  
The specification is again represented by a formula The specification is again represented by a formula φφ..

The verification consists of The verification consists of computingcomputing whether whether MM satisfies satisfies φφ MM ²² φφ
Caution: Caution: MM ²² φφ represents represents satisfactionsatisfaction, not semantic entailment, not semantic entailment

The modelThe model--based approach is based approach is potentially simplerpotentially simpler than the proofthan the proof--based based 
approach sinceapproach since

ΓΓ `̀ φφ means (under soundness and completeness)means (under soundness and completeness)
for for allall models models MM, if , if MM ²² ψψ for all for all ψψ ∈∈ ΓΓ, then , then MM ²² φφ

In model checking,In model checking,
The model The model MM is a is a transition systemstransition systems andand
the property the property φφ is a formula in is a formula in temporal logictemporal logic

ex. ex. p, p, q, q, ♦♦ q, q, ♦♦ qq

p
p

p,q
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Linear time temporal logic (LTL)Linear time temporal logic (LTL)

LTL models time as LTL models time as a sequence of statesa sequence of states, extending , extending 
infinitely into the infinitely into the futurefuture

sometimes a sequence of states is called sometimes a sequence of states is called a a 
computation pathcomputation path or or an execution pathan execution path, or simply , or simply a patha path

Def 3.1 LTL has the following syntaxDef 3.1 LTL has the following syntax
φφ ::= T |  ::= T |  ⊥⊥ | p | | p | ¬¬ φφ | | φφ ÆÆ φφ | | φφ ÇÇ φφ | | φφ →→ φφ

| X | X φφ | F | F φφ | G | G φφ | | φφ U U φφ | | φφ W W φφ | | φφ R R φφ
where p is any propositional atom from some set Atomswhere p is any propositional atom from some set Atoms

Operator precedenceOperator precedence
the unary connectives bind most tightly.  Next in the order the unary connectives bind most tightly.  Next in the order 
come U, R, W, come U, R, W, ÆÆ, , ÇÇ, and , and →→

→→

F p → G r Ç ¬ q U p

ÇÇFF

pp GG

rr ¬¬

qq

UU

pp
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Semantics of LTL (1/3)Semantics of LTL (1/3)

Def 3.4 A transition system (called model) Def 3.4 A transition system (called model) MM = (S, = (S, →→, L), L)
a set of states a set of states SS
a transition relation a transition relation →→ (a binary relation on S)(a binary relation on S)

such that every s such that every s ∈∈ S has some sS has some s’’ ∈∈ S with s S with s →→ ss’’
a labeling function a labeling function LL: S : S →→ PP (Atoms)(Atoms)

ExampleExample
S={sS={s00,s,s11,s,s22}}
→→={(s={(s00,s,s11),(s),(s11,s,s00),(s),(s11,s,s22),(s),(s00,s,s22),(s),(s22,s,s22)})}
L={(sL={(s00,{p,q}),(s,{p,q}),(s11,{q,r}), (s,{q,r}), (s22,{r})},{r})}

Def. 3.5 A Def. 3.5 A pathpath in a model in a model MM = (S, = (S, →→, L) is , L) is an infinite sequence of an infinite sequence of 
statesstates ssii11

, s, sii22
, s, sii33

,,…… in S in S s.ts.t. for each j. for each j≥≥ 1, 1, ssiijj
→→ ssiij+1j+1

.  We write the path .  We write the path 
as sas sii11

→ → ssii22
→→ ……

From now on if there is no confusion, we drop the subscript indeFrom now on if there is no confusion, we drop the subscript index i for x i for 
the sake of simple descriptionthe sake of simple description

We write We write ππii for the suffix of a path starting at for the suffix of a path starting at ssii.  .  
ex. ex. ππ33 is sis s33 →→ ss44 →→ ……
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Semantics of LTL (2/3)Semantics of LTL (2/3)
Def 3.6 Let Def 3.6 Let MM = (S, = (S, →→, L) be a model and , L) be a model and ππ = s= s11 →→ …… be a be a 
path in path in MM.  Whether .  Whether ππ satisfies an LTL formula is defined by satisfies an LTL formula is defined by 
the satisfaction relation the satisfaction relation ²² as follows:as follows:

Basics: Basics: ππ ²²>>, , ππ 22⊥⊥,, ππ ²²p p iffiff p p ∈∈ L(sL(s11) , ) , ππ ²² ¬¬φφ iffiff ππ 22 φφ
Boolean operators: Boolean operators: ππ ²² p p ÆÆ q q iffiff ππ ²² p  and p  and ππ ²² qq

similar for other similar for other booleanboolean binary operatorsbinary operators
ππ ²² XX φφ iffiff ππ22 ²² φφ ((next  next  °°))
ππ ²² GG φφ iffiff for all i for all i ≥≥ 1, 1, ππii ²² φφ ((always always ))
ππ ²² FF φφ iffiff there is some i there is some i ≥≥ 1, 1, ππii ²² φφ ((eventually eventually ♦♦))
ππ ²² φφ UU ψψ iffiff there is some i there is some i ≥≥ 1s.t. 1s.t. ππii ²² ψψ and for all j=1,and for all j=1,……,,ii--11 we have we have 
ππjj ²² φφ ((strong until)strong until)
ππ ²² φφ WW ψψ iffiff either (either (weak untilweak until))

either there is some i either there is some i ≥≥ 1 1 s.ts.t. . ππii ²² ψψ and for all j=1,and for all j=1,……,,ii--11 we have we have ππjj ²² φφ
or for all k or for all k ≥≥ 1 we have 1 we have ππkk ²² φφ

ππ ²² φφ RR ψψ iffiff either  (either  (releaserelease))
either there is some i either there is some i ≥≥ 1 1 s.ts.t. . ππii ²² φφ and for all j=1,and for all j=1,……,,ii we have we have ππjj ²² ψψ
or for all k or for all k ≥≥ 1 we have 1 we have ππkk ²² ψψ
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